CHELSEA ROLLAND
<

SOFTWARE

DEVELOPER

Full-Stack web developer who is enthusiastic about developing
applications that prepare businesses with the proper tools to face
and evolve in an ever-changing environment. My past experience

/>

in consulting hotels and working with their teams to manage
revenue has given me insight into the efficiency of data-driven
tools and technologies in making informed decisions. I thrive in a

CONTACT

team environment that promotes collaborative effort in solving
problems, and I embrace life-long learning that I will apply to my
personal and professional development.

214 - 709 - 5103
chelsea.e.rolland@gmail.com

DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS

chelsearolland
chelsearolland

YumRando
A full-stack web application that assists undecided users in
deciding which restaurant they want to attend by incorporating a
randomize restaurant selector based on location, generating
custom lists of restaurants, and utilizing the rating feature.

TECHNICAL SKILLS

Movie Application
A single page movie application, built using JavaScript that allows

HTML

users to add, rate, edit, and delete movies. Contributions include

CSS

jQuery for functionality and BootStrap for styling.

JavaScript

Weather Map

BootStrap
VCS with Git

A web application written with JavaScript and using jQuery to

Paired Programming

integrate two separate APIs (Open Weather Map and Mapbox) to

Thymeleaf

work in conjunction to give a 5-day weather forecast and location

Test-Driven Development

on a map. This is completed by using AJAX requests based on user

Java SE

input.

MySQL

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

Spring Boot Framework
jQuery
Object-Oriented Programming

Revenue Manager

Java EE (Servlets, JSP)

RMCC HILTON - Addison, TX

Aug 2019 to Oct 2020

Created a tool that compares the system forecast to the
hotel’s budget, which further improved strategies and aligned

EDUCATION

hotel goals
Conducted Risk assessments for new contact business on

Codeup

2021

peak days

Certificate of Completion

Revenue Specialist

A fully-immersive, project-based, and intensive 22-

RMCC HILTON - Addison, TX

Nov 2015 to Aug 2019

week full-stack Java career accelerator that provides
Developed a tool that expanded data points which included

students with 670+ hours of expert instruction in

different pricing options from a variety of promotions being

software development.

offered to guests to assist with revenue growing strategies

University of Texas at Dallas

Dec 2014

strategies derived from detailed market research

Bachelors of Science in Economics

Richland Community College
Associates of Arts in Liberal Arts

Managed 16 hotels to achieve maximum revenue goals via

June 2012

